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Abstract. With the rapid development of offshore wind power industry, it is significant to improve 
the accuracy of offshore wind energy assessment. Sea surface roughness and atmospheric thermal 
stability are main factors that influence the offshore wind energy. But at present, most researches on 
micro-scale aerodynamic field of wind farms are based on neutral atmospheric condition, few takes 
thermal stability into account; also, sea surface roughness is often set as a constant, which reduces the 
accuracy of offshore wind energy assessment. This paper researches the thermal stability of an 
offshore wind farm in Jiangsu Province, gives a suitable way to decide thermal stability for offshore 
wind farms. Also, it analyzes variation of output power of the turbines in a column under different 
thermal conditions, with roughness into account, to consider their impact on offshore wind farms. The 
result shows that when roughness is big enough, thermal stability has little influence on output power; 
while sea surface roughness is small enough, thermal stability has a dominant influence on output 
power. 

Introduction 
With the further development of wind energy resources, wind farm construction has been 

gradually moved to complex terrain and offshore areas[1]. Wind resources are rich in eastern coastal 
areas. Compared with the wind in onshore wind farms, offshore wind speed is higher and out of 
environmental constraints. At the same time, most offshore wind farms are close to the electricity load 
center and have a good condition of electricity interconnection, and they are easy to be developed in 
large scales, so we can judge that offshore wind farms have a bright future. The China National 
Energy Administration has made a plan of offshore wind power development in the 13th Five-year 
Plan and the installed capacity is aimed at 10 million kW[2]. Offshore wind power will be in a period 
of rapid development. 

The development of offshore wind power in China is still in its infancy, and accurate assessment 
of the offshore wind resources is in an urgent need among the development of offshore wind power. 
Thermal stability has an important impact on offshore wind resources, but the study of offshore wind 
farms in the atmosphere is often assumed to be neutral. That means thermal stability hasn’t been taken 
into consideration. For lower average wind speed (<6 m.s-1) wind farm, the impact of thermal effects 
on the atmosphere become very important[3]. Studies on offshore wind farms were started earlier in 
foreign countries than that in China, so the studies of aerodynamics in offshore wind farms are much 
fewer and most of them are concentrated on numerical simulation of wind resource in mesoscales, 
research of three dimensional sea breeze, etc. There hasn’t been further study on the effects of 
atmospheric thermal stability for offshore wind farms. 

Alfredo Peña[4,5] analyzed the data of wind turbines’ power loss in Horns Rev based on different 
thermal stability conditions and described the wind contour in this region. They analyzed output 
power of a row of wind turbines which are lined from east to west and came to a conclusion that 
power loss under the stable condition is much less than that under unstable condition, which is almost 
the same as the simulation results of the improved Jensen Wake Model. Monin-Obukhov Similarity 
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Theory was applied to analyzing data on wind speed by Andrea Venora[6] and studied factors such as 
sea surface, temperature, distance from shore, reference wind speed, etc. Blackadar[7] and Lettau[8] 
proposed a wind shear model which can be extended to the entire height of the boundary layer in 
neutral state. Peña[9] applied Rossby number similarity theory[10] and extended the model to all 
thermal stability conditions. Gryning[11] applied Rossby number similarity theory and established a 
new model of wind contour which took thermal stability into consideration and was applicable to the 
entire height of the atmospheric boundary layer.  

Nikola[12] analyzed operating data to study the influence of thermal stability to the output and 
came out that thermal stability had a great influence on wind speed assessment at hub height. Also, 
they made a conclusion that wind shear exponent is much smaller under unstable conditions than that 
under stable conditions. Sonia and Julie[13] studied operating data and found out that thermal stability, 
wind shear and turbulence would affect the actual wind turbine power output. They also found that 
output power in stable conditions was larger than in unstable conditions obviously in the condition of 
the same wind speed. Mandar Tabib[14] simulated the flow field of offshore wind farm by actuator line 
model, which based on the atmospheric stability and the influence of topography, results shows the 
importance of the atmospheric stability and the reduction of the scale to improve the accuracy of 
calculation. 

It is commonly agreed that whether the wind farms can be constructed successfully or not mainly 
depends on the assessment of wind resource. There is a huge difference in wind resource under 
different thermal stability conditions, which have a great influence on offshore wind farms.  

Calculation method of atmospheric stability 
Atmospheric thermal stability refers to the degree of suppression or strengthening of vertical 

motion is affected by the temperature distribution of the atmosphere. Common thermal stability 
calculation methods include the P-T method, radiation method and wind direction standard deviation 
(σθ) method, ΔT method, ΔT/U method, wind speed ratio method (UR); when considering the dynamic 
of atmospheric turbulence and thermal characteristics, there are Monin-Obukhov length method (L), 
Richardson bulk method（Ribulk）, Richardson gradient method (Ri) and the profile method. Profile 
method can be divided into three methods: Sea Temperature Profile Method (Tsea), temperature 
difference profile method (Tdiff), wind speed and temperature difference profile method (UdiffTdiff). 
Domestic recommend thermal stability rating is revised Pasqual Classification (P·S), which is divided 
into six levels: strongly unstable, unstable, weakly unstable, neutral, relatively stable and very stable , 
denoted as A, B, C, D, E, F. Foreign division of thermal stability contains level G ,which can be 
classified as F class. 

For Richardson gradient method, Ri can be calculated as: 
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Where z1 and z2 are two different height levels, T is the average temperature of two levels, △T is 

the temperature difference between two levels, △u is velocity difference between two levels. The 
classification of Richardson numbers are shown in Table. 1. 

Table.1 Classification based on the number of  Richardson  
Level A B C D E F G 

Ri Ri≤-10 -10< Ri≤-2.5 -2.5< Ri≤-0.6 -0.6< Ri≤0.2 0.2< Ri≤1 1< Ri≤3 Ri >3 
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Introduction of the offshore wind farm 
The offshore wind farm is located in the coastal of Jiangsu Province, distribution of wind turbine 

sites and met masts are shown in Figure 1. Each row of wind turbine is arranged in the direction of 
22 °, M1 is an offshore met mast, M2 is a met mast on the coastal embankments and the distance 
between them is 21 km. In the research, wind farm’s operational data and measured data are in the 
same period, data sample interval time is 10 min. Wind turbine models referred mainly in this paper is 
SWT 2.37-101, whose hub height is 80 m. 

Fig. 2 is the comparison of wind velocity in different heights of the same period between onshore 
met mast M2 and offshore met mast M1, the figure shows that the wind speed reach the peak at 15:00 
at the height of 10 , 50 ,70 ,80m, which is related to solar radiation. 15:00 is the moment when solar 
radiation is strongest in a day, and the temperature in the land is much higher than that in the sea, the 
sea breeze effects results in the maximum wind speed at 15:00. 

 
Fig. 1 Distribution of wind turbine and the location of the met mast 

The peak of wind speed at M1 is latter than M2, the wind speed at M2 increases rapidly after 6:00 
at 10m, and decreases after 15:00 gradually, the same as other heights, the trend is more obvious, 
which indicates that surface temperature increases after 6:00, and results in the decrease of 
atmospheric thermal stability in the surface and the increase of turbulence vertically, so wind speed 
increase rapidly at 10m; the rule and variation magnitude of M2’s wind speed are same at different 
heights. We can conclude from the comparison that in offshore wind farm’s coastal regions, wind 
speed of lower layer varies greatly by the influence of the thermal stability. 

 
Fig. 2 Comparison of wind speed at different heights 

Calculation of atmospheric stability  
Due to large differences between heat capacity of sea and land, sea temperature changes slowly, 

the lower atmosphere of the sea may not be stable at night, while the P-T method directly classifies the 
night as stable state, apparently, it can’t be applied to thermal stability determination of offshore wind 
farm. 
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The frequency distribution histogram of the thermal stability is calculated by 5 ways in Figure 3, 
we can see that different thermal stability determination methods differ greatly. A class is 59% with 
ΔT method, significantly higher than other methods; A class is 19% with ΔT/U method, B class is 35%, 
frequency of unstable is a little higher; In wind direction standard deviation method, D class is 22%, E 
class is 40%, frequency distribution of all levels are reasonable; In L method, C class is 61%, 
significantly higher than other methods; In Richardson gradient method, C class is 37% , D class is 
31% , frequency distribution of every level is also relatively reasonable. 

We can conclude that Richardson gradient method and direction standard deviation method can 
be reasonable to divide thermal stability, due to the wind direction standard deviation method is a 
direct parameter characterizing the turbulence intensity, which is suitable for flat terrain; Richardson 
number combines the effect of the thermodynamic factor and dynamic factor, reflecting more 
information about turbulent, which can determine the thermal stability under different boundary 
conditions accurately. In the following study, we use gradient Richardson number method to 
determine the thermal stability. 

 
Fig. 3 Frequency histograms for each stability condition 

The curve about daily variation of Richardson number at M2 is shown In Fig. 4. We can see 
annual average Richardson number is negative from 6:00 to 20:00, annual daily variation of average 
Richardson number is positive from 21:00 to 5:00. Richardson number is higher at night, which 
indicates in stable state, Richardson number is lower in the daytime, which indicates in unstable state. 
Daily variation of Richardson number changes a little in summer, while it changes a lot in winter, and 
the value of daily variation is similar in spring and autumn. 

 
Fig. 4 Daily variation curve of Richardson number 

Analysis of the impact of thermal stability on output power 
In Fig.1, the depth of the sea water increases from the southwest corner to the northeast corner. 

There is a deep-water band between Column D and E with its direction of 202°, which starts from the 
5th turbine and extends towards northeast. The water is deeper than that of both sides, and is often 
under water throughout the year. So for the turbines in Column D/E, when the wind direction is 22.5°, 
they have similar underlying surfaces and close sea surface roughness. However, when the wind 
direction is 7.5°, they have different underlying surfaces (the roughness of underlying surface in 
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Column D is much bigger than that in Column E), which could then be used to research the impact of 
different roughness and thermal stability conditions on output power of turbines. 

In this research, thermal stability conditions are divided into 4 types: Stable, which corresponds 
to thermal stability level E & F; Neutral, corresponds to level D; Unstable, corresponds to level C; and 
finally Very Unstable, corresponds to level A & B. Both E1 and M1 are met the condition with wind 
speed range between 4~11 m.s-1 and wind direction range between 7.5±7.5° and 22.5±7.5°. The thrust 
coefficient of a wind turbine doesn’t vary much within the range between 4~11 m.s-1.  

Fig.5 gives the wind attenuation curve and the output power attenuation curve at hub height 
under different thermal stability conditions. Ufree is the wind speed at hub height of the 1st turbine in a 
column that doesn’t affected by wake effects, and Pfree is the output power of that turbine; Ui is the 
wind speed at hub height of the ith turbine in a column, and Pi is the output power of that turbine. 

 

(a)Stable  

 
(b)Neutral 

 
(c)Unstable 
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(d)Very Unstable 

Fig. 5 Characteristic attenuation curve of wind speed (left) and power (right) in D/E column 
By comparing these four output power curves in Fig.5, we can see that, under Stable condition, 

the output power decreases faster than that under Unstable condition, so wake decays faster under 
Stable condition. When wind direction is 7.5°, the incident wind speeds of the first 5 turbines in both 
columns are hardly affected by the front turbines, so they can be treated as free flows. Under all 
thermal stability conditions, the wind speed at hub height are close to each other, but the energy 
generation of each turbine varies so much. This is because thermal stability affects the incident wind 
profile, and different wind shears result in the difference of energy generation between these turbines. 
When wind direction is 22.5°, under all thermal stability conditions, the normalized power of each 
turbine in Column D/E differs about 5%. Under Stable condition, the normalized power of each 
turbine in both columns is close; Under Neutral condition, the normalized power of turbines in 
Column D is a little bit higher than that in Column E; and under Unstable and Very Unstable 
conditions, the normalized power of turbines in Column E is a little bit higher than that in Column D. 
This is because the row spacing of these two columns are different, as well as the upstream water 
depths and roughness of Column D/E. 

When wind direction is 7.5°, under all thermal stability conditions, the normalized power of each 
turbine in Column D/E differs very much. Under Neutral condition, the normalized power of each 
turbine in both columns is close. Under Unstable condition, the normalized power of turbines in 
Column E is 20% higher than that in Column D; Under Very Unstable condition, the normalized 
power of turbines in Column E is 10% higher than that in Column D. This is because wind shears are 
different under different stability conditions, and under the joint effect of roughness and thermal 
stability, finally result in the difference between the energy generation. The wind speeds of turbines in 
Column D/E are close, it varies little between turbines in the same column, so the output powers of 
the first 5 turbines in Column D are close. Under all thermal stability conditions, the upstream 
roughness in Column E could be treated as a constant (because z0 is very small), but the output powers 
differ so much: under Stable and Neutral conditions, PEi/PE1<1; under Unstable and Very Unstable 
conditions, PEi/PE1>1. For Column D, under all thermal stability conditions, they have a similar law of 
output power attenuation, and the upstream roughness in Column D could also be regarded as a 
constant (because z0 is very large). So we can draw a conclusion that when roughness is big enough, 
atmospheric stability has little influence on output power; while sea surface roughness is small 
enough, atmospheric stability has a dominant influence on output power. 

Conclusions 
Wind speed of lower layer varies greatly by the influence of the atmospheric stability in coastal 

regions. Richardson number combines the effect of the thermodynamic factor and dynamic factor, 
reflecting more information about turbulent, so it is suitable for the judgment of thermal stability in 
offshore wind farm. In summer, daily variation of Richardson number changes a little, while it 
changes a lot in winter, and the value of daily variation is similar in spring and autumn. 
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Under stable condition, the power loss of the offshore wind farm is fast, and the output power of 
wind turbines is affected by different atmospheric stability. When roughness is big enough, 
atmospheric stability has little influence on output power; while sea surface roughness is small 
enough, atmospheric stability has a dominant influence on output power of wind turbine. 
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